Programs for Visiting Faculties and Postgraduate Students

☆ Visiting Faculty Group

SDUW invites a group of faculties (5-10 members) from selected partner universities, who have made considerable achievements in all the research fields that SDUW has, to visit SDUW. The duration of this program is 1-2 weeks. It is usually launched in summer (exact time schedule can be decided according to your faculty’ schedule).

SDUW provides:
- Chinese lessons and lectures about Chinese society, economy and culture
- Chinese cultural experience activities (dumpling-making, learning Chinese calligraphy and Chinese paper-cutting)
- Trips to the famous historical tourist spots in or near Weihai (the east-most point of China continent and a Taoist tourist spot--Chengshantou, a traditional Buddhist temple--Fahua Temple, Liugong Island, etc)
- Seminars with faculties of our university about the common research interests to share ideas
- Meals and accommodation

SDUW’s requests:
Each of the faculties in the group is invited to give one or two lectures in his or her specific research field to our students.

☆ Visiting Faculties during the Summer Session of SDUW

SDUW invites faculties from all partner universities, who have made considerable achievements in all the research fields that SDUW has, to visit SDUW during the summer session from June 20 to July 17, 2012.

SDUW provides:
- One round-trip international air ticket
- Accommodation at the university hotel near the beach
- One trip to the famous historical tourist spot in or near Weihai
- Living allowance: RMB100/day

SDUW’s requests:
All visiting faculties from our partner universities are requested to give our students a full session of lectures on a certain topic in their research fields. The duration of the session should be no less than 2 weeks and 20 hours.

☆ Visiting Doctoral and Master Students

Doctoral and master students from our partner universities are invited to come
Shandong University at Weihai

to SDUW to teach on a short-term (3 months) or long-term (at least 1 semester) basis.

SDUW provides:
- International air ticket (for short-term visiting students, one single trip international air ticket will be provided; for long-term visiting students, one round-trip international air ticket will be provided.)
- Free Chinese class
- Accommodation at the university hotel near the beach
- One trip to the famous historical tourist spot in or near Weihai
- Living allowance: RMB 4000/month for Doctorate students; 3000 for master’s degree students

SDUW’s requests:
All visiting students from our partner universities are requested to give our students a full session of lessons on one or two topics in their research field. The working hour is normally 12 hours/week.

☆ ESL Teachers
SDUW also invites ESL teachers to teach English to our students in SDUW.

SDUW provides:
- One round International air ticket during one contract year
- Free Chinese class
- Accommodation at the university hotel near the beach
- One trip to the famous historical tourist spot in or near Weihai
- Living allowance: RMB 4000/month

SDUW’s requests:
All ESL teachers recommended by our partner universities are requested to teach at least one year in SDUW. The working hour is 12-16 hours/week.

*********************************************************************
For more details of the programs, please contact:

Ms. Geng Jinglu, Program Manager of the International Office
Email: lulubicchy@hotmail.com
Tel: 86-631-5688829
Fax: 86-631-5688787
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